XT2®, the latest performance innovation from Noble Biomaterials, is a natural antimicrobial technology that uses silver to provide odor protection for the life of a product.* XT2® gives you performance when you need it most – all day, every day.
PERMANENT ODOR PROTECTION IS OUR BRAND PROMISE.

WHAT'S YOURS?

At its core, XT2® leverages the anti-odor properties of silver - used since the days of ancient Greece to inhibit bacterial growth. Our unique silver technology keeps athletes feeling fresh throughout their workout, allowing them to perform free of distractions.

XT2® incorporates pure silver in a synthetic fiber during the co-extrusion process, providing permanent anti-odor protection. Not a nanotechnology or a complex chemical formula, just silver.

XT2® is not a finish or treatment; therefore the silver will not wash out or wear off and lasts the life of the product. XT2® is completely dyeable giving brands the freedom to include it in product where color is an important driver - opening the door to endless design opportunities.

As the performance requirements for technical apparel continues to grow, XT2® promises to continue to set the standard.

*EPA regulated products containing XT2® solely protect the finished product itself from microbial growth and odor. Any public health claims related to XT2® products are expressly limited to products regulated by the FDA and do not apply to products regulated by the EPA.